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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR THE
WESTERN DISTRICT OF OKLAHOMA

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,
Plaintiff,
vs.
LARRY DOUGLAS FRIESEN,
Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR-08-041-L

DEFENDANT’S MOTION IN LIMINE TO PROHIBIT GOVERNMENT’S
INTRODUCTION OR REFERENCE TO RECORDS MAINTAINED IN THE
NATIONAL FIREARMS REGISTRATION AND TRANSFER RECORD
COMES NOW the Defendant, Doug Friesen, and moves this Honorable Court to prohibit
the Government from introducing, mentioning, or otherwise allude or refer to any records from
the National Firearms Registration and Transfer Record (NFRTR). In support of said Motion,
Defendant Friesen submits the following, to-wit:
The NFRTR is a data base administered by the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms
and Explosives1 (ATF) to track legally owned machine guns and other “firearms”2 required to be

1

The Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms was renamed the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and
Explosives under legislation which transferred it from the Department of the Treasury to the Department of Justice,
and its law enforcement and administrative functions from the Secretary of the Treasury to the Attorney General, on
January 24, 2003. 6 U.S.C. § 531; 116 Stat. 2135 (2003).
2

Under the NFA a “firearm” is a term of art, and means “(1) a shotgun having a barrel or barrels of less than 18
inches in length; (2) a weapon made from a shotgun if such weapon as modified has an overall length of less than 26
inches or a barrel or barrels of less than 18 inches in length; (3) a rifle having a barrel or barrels of less than 16
inches in length; (4) a weapon made from a rifle if such weapon as modified has an overall length of less than 26
inches or a barrel or barrels of less than 16 inches in length; (5) any other weapon, as defined in subsection (e); (6) a
machinegun; (7) any silencer . . . and (8) a destructive device. The term ‘firearm’ shall not include an antique

1
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registered under the National Firearms Act of 19343 (NFA). Said database is inaccurate and
incomplete; its error rate is currently unknown; and that unless it can be independently and
reliably validated, NFRTR data should be excluded as evidence in a criminal trial.
ATF routinely uses NFRTR data to justify seizing and forfeiting firearms it deems to be
unregistered or illegally possessed, issuing search and/or arrest warrants, producing Certificates
of Nonexistence of a Record (CNR) for NFA firearms at criminal trials which attest that no
record of registration for particular firearms can be located in the NFRTR; determining that a
specific firearm is not registered to a specific person; and for other law enforcement activities
such as approving or disapproving applications to transfer ownership of NFA firearms.
There are no known data that reliably establish the current accuracy and completeness of
the NFRTR. The last audit of the NFRTR according to Generally Accepted Government
Auditing Standards (GAGAS), by the Treasury Department Inspector General (Treasury IG) in
1998, raises more questions than it answers. The reasons are that the audit (1) disclosed “critical
error” rates of 4.3 percent and 18.4 percent for one category of NFRTR transactions, and (2) was
limited in scope.4 The bad news was reliably documented April 23, 1998, when Treasury IG
auditor Gary Wilk reported in a Work Paper:

firearm or any device (other than a machinegun or destructive device) which, although designed as a weapon, the
Secretary finds by reason of the date of its manufacture, value, design, and other characteristics is primarily a
collector's item and is not likely to be used as a weapon.” 26 U.S.C. § 5845(a).
3

26 U.S.C. § 5801 et seq.

4

These errors apply to Form 4467 data, which may be more inaccurate than the 4.3% critical error rate which can be
calculated from data the Treasury IG disclosed in its December 1998 audit report. Office of Inspector General, U.S.
Department of Treasury, Audit Report on Allegations Concerning the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms’
Administration of the National Firearms Registration and Transfer Record, OIG-99-018, Dec. 18, 1998 at 12,
available at http://www.nfaoa.org/documents/TreasuryOIG-99-018-1998.pdf. (Hereafter December 1998 Treasury
IG Report.) Treasury IG auditor Carol Burgan stated that “error definitions for critical data fields during sampling”
include weapon serial number and registrant’s last name (each must “be 100% correct”), and “weapon description”).
Work Paper F-25, Feb. 29, 1998, available at http://www.nfaoa.org/documents/Work_Papers_F.pdf. Treasury IG
auditor Gary Wilk determined “our Discovery sample indicated a 18.4 percent error rate, one error per error Form

2
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5

During a June 17, 1998, meeting at Treasury Department Office of Inspector General
Headquarters to discuss the foregoing audit findings, an NFA Branch representative

4467 in a ‘Critical’ field.” Work Paper H-1 + Attachments H1-H143, April 6, 1998, available at
http://www.nfaoa.org/documents/Work_Papers_H.pdf.
Form 4467 (“Registration of Certain Firearms During November 1968”) was used to register unregistered NFA
firearms during an amnesty period from November 2, 1968, to December 1, 1968, established by the Gun Control
Act of 1968 (P.L. 90-618; Stat. 1235, § 207(b)). The 1998 Treasury IG audit was limited to three categories of NFA
transactions (approximately 3.3 percent of the total 2,571,766 transactions “for the years 1934 through July 31,
1998” (December 1998 report, id. at 2); none included Form 1, Form 2, Form 3, Form 4 and Form 5 categories,
which account for 2,184,454 transactions (85 percent of total transactions). These forms differ according to whether
the applicant is a private citizen, government agency, or Special Occupational Taxpayer (SOT) licensed to
manufacture and/or deal in or import NFA firearms.
5
Work Paper H-0, April 23, 1998 at 2, reviewed May 7, 1998, by Audit Manager Robert K. Bronstrup. In
“Discovery” sampling, the auditor draws a random sample, typically 60 to 70 records or more, to determine the
presence or absence of irregularities and the need for a full audit. If no irregularities are found, the data base is
presumed to be error-free and a full audit is not conducted. If even 1 irregularity is found, the data base cannot be
assumed to be error-free; the audit must be extended; and a larger sample drawn to reliably estimate the error rate
for the data base. Herbert Arkin, Handbook of Sampling for Auditing and Accounting. New York: McGraw-Hill
Book Company, 1984 at 132-140.

Treasury IG auditor Gary Wilk reported that after reviewing “528 records and documents” in Discovery sampling:

Work Paper H-0, April 23, 1998 at 1.

3
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6

After Treasury IG auditor Gary Wilk “offered that perhaps ATF would prefer to identify
a term other than ‘critical’ as the identifier for the errors identified by this audit report,”7 one or
more NFA Branch representatives asked the Treasury IG auditors to change the definition of
“critical error” to obtain a lower rate, and the auditors did so. The Treasury IG did not mention
or publish the 18.4 percent rate (or any other error rate) in its December 1998 report or its
October 1998 report; whether “critical errors” were present in other major NFRTR categories
was not addressed.
The limited audit findings the Treasury IG published regarding errors in the NFRTR as
shown in the table below, copied from the December 1998 Treasury IG report, are misleading.
In part the reasons are that, as will be documented in this motion, the Treasury IG auditors did
violated GAGAS under at least two major standards: (1) failing to extend the audit to determine
the impact of the large number of “critical errors” disclosed as the result of Discovery sampling
analysis, which required them to report their effects upon the audit results, in view of the
auditors’ failure to fully disclose the results of their Discovery sampling analyses , and (2) failing
to be organizationally independent. This motion will later discuss the implications of violating
GAGAS.

6

Work Paper F-37, June 30, 1998 at 1, available at http://www.nfaoa.org/documents/Work_Papers_F.pdf. In this
Work Paper, Treasury IG auditor Gary Wilk “explained that our definition [of “critical error”] had come from our
understanding” of definitions provided earlier by NFA Branch representatives, who now “appeared to obtain an
improved appreciation of the specific requirements that determined the outcome of the audit.”
7

Id. at 1.

4
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8

Sworn testimony in Freisen by NFRTR custodian Denise Brown in this Court on
September 17, 2008, about the current accuracy of the NFRTR was not informative or
encouraging. When asked by defense counsel “how accurate are the NFRTR records?”
Custodian Brown replied: “I don’t have a number.” When asked to confirm whether “there are
inaccuracies in them [NFRTR data], are there not, ma’am?,” she answered “Yes, there are.”9
ATF officials have willfully failed to disclose that ATF has (1) lost or destroyed firearm
registration documents, (2) added registration documents provided by firearms owners to replace
those which ATF lost, destroyed, or could not locate, (3) knowledge that the NFRTR contains

8

December 1998 Treasury IG Report at 12, available at http://www.nfaoa.org/documents/TreasuryOIG-99-0181998.pdf.
9

United States of America vs. Larry Douglas Friesen, Case No. CR-08-41L, United States District Court for the
Western District of Oklahoma, Transcript of Jury Trial, Vols. I-VIII, Sept. 17-Oct. 1, 2008, before the Honorable
Tim Leonard, U.S. District Judge at 75-76. (Hereafter United States of America vs. Larry Douglas Friesen (2008).)

5
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serious material errors that affect the reliability of its certifications in federal court that a
particular firearm is not registered to a defendant, and (4) from time to time, depending on the
circumstances, inconsistently applied various definitions of “critical error” in characterizing
errors in the NFRTR, as this motion will document. Their actions, reported in documents created
and published by the Government since 1979, particularly during the 1990s and continuing to
present, violate due process, and obstruct justice.10 There is evidence, discussed throughout this
motion, that ATF has been withholding Brady material11 by failing to disclose potentially
exculpatory evidence at criminal trials. Both the Attorney General and his predecessor
(Secretary of the Treasury) have failed to establish a new amnesty period to correct errors in the
NFRTR because firearm registration documents are missing, as will be shown is required by the
Criminal Division of the Department of Justice. Consequently, ATF’s use of NFRTR data
whose validity and reliability has not been independently established does not represent an
acceptable standard for federal law enforcement in criminal prosecutions.
The Congress heard testimony in 1979 that ATF alleged J. Curtis Earl, a federally
licensed NFA dealer, illegally possessed 475 unregistered firearms.12 More than two decades
later, the attorney who represented Mr. Earl informed a Subcommittee Chairman during a 2001
Congressional hearing about continuing inaccuracies in NFRTR records, that Mr. Earl
[T]urned to his file cabinet and began to produce the original records of their
registration, and one by one the firearms came off the floor and back onto his
10

There are no published law review articles on the NFRTR, and little pertinent case law. The most comprehensive
legal review of NFRTR issues to date is in an unpublished article. Joshua Prince, “Violating Due Process:
Convictions Based on the National Firearms Registration and Transfer Record when its ‘Files are Missing’” (2008),
available at http://www.nfaoa.org/documents/Violating_Due_Process20Aug2008.pdf

11

Brady vs. Maryland, 373 U.S. 83 (1963).

12

Congressional Hearing, Committee on Appropriations, United States Senate, Oversight Hearings on Bureau of
Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms, 96th Cong., 1st Sess. at 39 (1979), available at
http://www.nfaoa.org/documents/1979_Hearing_Excerpts.pdf.

6
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racks. At the end, he could show that he had registered every single one of these
475 firearms. ATF’s records were grossly incorrect.13
In November 1979, in response to a request by then-Senator James A. McClure, the Criminal
Division of the Department of Justice stated if ATF determines that “a particular individual or
weapon is registered” and ATF finds that its “files are missing,” then “the only solution would be
to declare another amnesty period.”14 . Sections of this Memorandum that include the preceding
quoted phrases are reproduced below.
No amnesty period was established as the result of Mr. Earl’s case.

15

13

Letter to Ernest S. Istook, Jr., Chairman, Subcommittee on Treasury, Postal Service and General Government
dated April 10, 2001, from David T. Hardy, Esq., available at http://www.nfaoa.org/documents/BardHard.pdf.

14

U.S. Department of Justice, Criminal Division, Memorandum: Response to letter from Senator McClure, by Philip
B. Heymann and Lawrence Lippe, Nov. 29, 1979 at 4, available at
http://www.nfaoa.org/documents/DOJamnestyMemo1979.pdf.

Under § 207(d) of the Gun Control Act of 1968, the Secretary of the Treasury (now the Attorney General) is
empowered to administratively establish unlimited numbers of amnesty periods lasting up 90 days per amnesty
period, with immunity from prosecution, “as the Secretary determines will contribute” to purposes of the NFA, upon
publication in the Federal Register of his intention to do.
15

Id. at 4.

7
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In 1997, as the result of allegations by Eric M. Larson, a private citizen,16 the Chairman,
House Committee on Government Reform and Oversight, directed the Treasury IG to audit the
NFRTR.17 One of the audit reports, published in 1998, describes the use and results of
Discovery sampling to establish there were “discrepancies” in three categories of NFRTR data,
including missing or incorrect name; missing or incorrect serial number; computer records not
found; and original records not found.18 The Treasury IG failed to investigate a credible
allegation that “ATF had registered firearms for which the agency had no documentation, but
their owners did,”19 and “did not include a review of the accuracy of ATF’s certifications in
criminal prosecutions that no record of registration of a particular weapon could be found” in the
NFRTR.20
Continuing efforts by citizens, federally licensed firearms dealers and gun collectors, and
testimonies and statements from 1996 to 2001 at Congressional hearings involving the accuracy

16

Eric M. Larson has been a Senior Analyst, U.S. Government Accountability Office (GAO), since 1987. Mr.
Larson’s research, Congressional testimonies from 1996 to 2001, and continuing work involving the NFRTR has
been and continues to be done in his personal capacity as a private citizen, and does not represent the policy or
position of GAO.
17

Letter from Dan Burton, Chairman, Committee on Government Reform and Oversight, House of Representatives
dated June 25, 1997, to the Honorable Valerie Lau, Inspector General, Department of the Treasury. Work Paper D4, October 14, 1997, by Diane Kentner at 5, available at http://www.nfaoa.org/documents/Work_Papers_D.pdf.
Chairman Burton’s letter states: “From the correspondence and testimony I received . . . it appears that the concerns
raised by Mr. Larson may be valid and legitimate. Consequently, I believe an investigation by the OIG into [his]
allegations would be appropriate to reveal any possible improprieties or mismanagement at the ATF, and to
recommend solutions that would improve and strengthen ATF’s registration and record-keeping of firearms.”
18

December 1998 Treasury IG Report at 12, available at http://www.nfaoa.org/documents/TreasuryOIG-99-0181998.pdf. The 1998 Treasury IG reports do not use the term “critical error,” and instead refer to them as
“discrepancies.”
19

Congressional Research Service, Memorandum: ATF’s National Firearms Registration and Trasfer Record:
Issues Regarding Data Accuracy, Completeness, and Reliability, by William J. Krouse, Nov. 28, 2005 at 12,
available at http://www.nfaoa.org/documents/CRSmemoNFRTR0001.pdf. The memorandum also states: “While
the OIG found discrepancies in the sampled records . . . the critical error rates were not given in the text of the audit
report. Nevertheless, based on its own findings and ATF efforts to improve the NFRTR, the Treasury OIG chose
not to perform a full sampling and audit of the NFRTR.” Id. at 14.

20

Id. at 12.

8
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and completeness of the NFRTR resulted in another Government examination of the NFRTR. In
the June 2007 report of its “review” of the NFRTR, the Department of Justice Inspector General
(Justice IG) stated:
We reviewed ATF processes related to requesting records checks from the NFRTR and
determined that when an error is detected, the NFA Branch staff thoroughly research the
NFRTR and the imaging database to find out if a weapon is actually registered.
Additionally, the NFA requires owners to retain the approved NFA weapons application
as proof of a weapon’s registration and make it available to ATF upon request. If the
NFA weapons owner can produce the registration paperwork, ATF assumes the
error is in the NFRTR and fixes it in the database.21 [emphasis added]
The Justice IG’s finding that “ATF assumes the error is in the NFRTR and fixes it in the
database” when firearms owners produce copies of their registration documents leaves
unanswered questions. Commenting on the foregoing determination, Stephen P. Halbrook, a
nationally and internationally recognized authority on U.S. firearms law, observed:
. . . if the owner or the executor of a deceased owner cannot find the registration
paperwork, which may be lost or destroyed, and if the record cannot be found in the
NFRTR, then a voluntary abandonment of the firearm may be induced or even a criminal
prosecution initiated. On such issues the report is not sufficiently informative.22
The loss or destruction of an NFA firearm registration document by anyone is not a
trivial matter because all violations of the NFA are serious felony offenses, and the penalties are
substantial.23 Persons who are convicted of illegal possession of a machine gun are singled out
for particularly harsh treatment. The reason is that under Title 18 § 922(o), the Government is

21

U.S. Department of the Justice, Office of Inspector General, The Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and
Explosives’ National Firearms Registration and Transfer Record, I-2007-006, June 2007 at 31, available at
http://www.nfaoa.org/documents/DOJ-OIG2007NFRTRreport.pdf. Hereafter June 2007 Justice IG Report.

22

Stephen P. Halbrook. Firearms Law Deskbook: Federal and State Criminal Practice. 2008-2009 Edition.
Thomson West Publishing, 2008 at 575.
23

Violators may be fined not more than $250,000, and imprisoned not more than 10 years, or both. In addition, any
vessel, vehicle or aircraft used to transport, conceal or possess an unregistered NFA firearm is subject to seizure and
forfeiture, as is the weapon itself. 49 U.S.C § 781-788, 26 U.S.C. § 5861 and § 5872.

9
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not required to prove that a machine gun is not registered to convict a defendant of Possession of
Unregistered Firearm.
The 2007 determination appears to meet the standard the Criminal Division of the
Department of Justice established in 1979 for a new amnesty period as “the only solution” when
ATF’s “files are missing.”
When Eric M. Larson filed a FOIA request to the Justice IG to obtain copies of the Work
Papers created during its review of the NFRTR, to further clarify its determination, the Justice IG
responded by sending them to ATF’s Disclosure Division for processing.24
It is unusual for an Inspector General to send Work Papers to an agency over which it has
oversight responsibility for FOIA processing, because of the potential for conflict of interest it
represents for both the agency and the Inspector General. Despite Mr. Larson’s repeated efforts
to obtain them, ATF has thus far not provided copies of the requested Work Papers. A copy of
the July 25, 2008, letter ATF sent to Mr. Larson after receiving the Work Papers from the Justice
Department IG, appears on the next page.

24

Letter from Marilyn R. LaBrie, Disclosure Specialist, ATF dated July 25, 2008, to Eric M. Larson, bearing
identifier REFER TO: 08-726.

10
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The Government still declines to establish an amnesty period to correct errors in the
NFRTR. For example, in a January 14, 2009, letter, the Department of Justice Deputy Inspector
General Paul K. Martin told Senator Barbara Mikulski, Chairman, Subcommittee on Commerce,
Justice, Science and Related Agencies, Committee on Appropriations, the following:

11
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While Deputy Inspector General Martin correctly states “[w]e have fully processed” Mr.
Larson’s FOIA request, his statement is misleading because the Justice IG transferred the
documents Mr. Larson requested to ATF for FOIA processing. The Justice IG’s action is
reminiscent of how the Government long avoided disclosing documents pertinent to Waco in

13
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response to a FOIA request by shifting the paperwork and related responsibilities between the
Department of Justice, ATF, and the Texas Rangers, before a Federal District Judge ordered a
halt to such evasions and ordered that the documents be produced for his Court, and they were.25
“Institutional Perjury”: The Busey Videotape and LeaSure
The most recent efforts to persuade ATF to render the NFRTR accurate and complete
originated from statements about its inaccuracy during an October 1995 “ROLL CALL
TRAINING” session at ATF headquarters that was also videotaped.26 During the session, which
was broadcast throughout ATF, then-NFA Branch Chief Thomas Busey stated “ . . . when we
testify in court, we testify that the database [NFRTR] is 100 percent accurate. That’s what
we testify to, and we will always testify to that. As you probably well know, that may not be
100 percent true.”27 (Emphasis added). Asserting the error rate in the NFRTR was recently
reduced as the result of activities of a “quality review team,” Mr. Busey stated:
. . . when I first came in a year ago, our error rate was between 49 and 50 percent, so you
can imagine what the accuracy of the NFRTR could be, if your error rate’s 49 to 50
percent. The error rate now is down to below 8 percent, and that’s total. That’s common
errors and critical errors.28

25

David T. Hardy, This Is Not An Assault: Penetrating the We of Official Lies Regarding the Waco Incident. Xlibris
Corporation, 2001 at 91-108.
26

A certified copy of the session is transcribed under the title “ROLL CALL TRAINING, 10-95, TOM BUSEY.”
Treasury, Postal Service, and General Government Appropriations for Fiscal Year 1997. Hearings Before a
Subcommittee of the Committee on Appropriations, House of Representatives. 104th Cong., 2d Sess., Part 5 at 182205, available at http://www.nfaoa.org/documents/1996testimony.pdf. (Hereafter Congressional Hearing, House of
Representatives, Treasury, Postal Service, and General Government Appropriations for Fiscal Year 1997.)
27

Id. at 192.

28

Id. at 202. Mr. Busey was apparently referring to an internal ATF “Quality Review” initiative that “commenced
operations on July 25, 1994,” according to a “productivity report” prepared February 9, 1996. Treasury, Postal
Service, and General Government Appropriations for Fiscal Year 1998. Hearings Before a Subcommittee of the
Committee on Appropriations, House of Representatives. 105th Cong., 1st Sess., Part 5 at 102, available at
http://www.nfaoa.org/documents/1997testimony.pdf. (Hereafter Congressional Hearing, House of Representatives,
Treasury, Postal Service, and General Government Appropriations for Fiscal Year 1998.)
In response to Mr. Larson’s FOIA request for information about the quality review initiative Mr. Busey described,
ATF sent approximately 100 loose pages consisting of weekly reports and other documents. The result of the

14
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Mr. Busey’s statements that ATF personnel “always testify” in court that the NFRTR “is
100 percent accurate,” and “[a]s you probably well know, that may not be 100 percent true,”
were termed “institutional perjury” by an attorney who learned of the videotape, obtained a
transcript of Mr. Busey’s statements by filing a FOIA request, and published an article about the
incident.29 During the session Mr. Busey also said the error rate in the NFRTR was between 49
percent and 50 percent in the year before he arrived, and “we know you’re basing your warrants
on it, you’re basing your entries on it, and you certainly don’t want a Form 430 waved in your
face when you go in there to show that the guy does have a legally-registered [NFA firearm].
I’ve heard that’s happened. I’m not sure.”31
The videotape of Mr. Busey’s remarks, now available on the Internet, has more impact
than his published words. The reasons are that Mr. Busey’s statements were not spontaneous
remarks; Mr. Busey prepared his statements in advance, can be seen reading them, and smirks
while saying: “I’ve heard that’s happened. I’m not sure.” In response to Mr. Larson’s FOIA
request for a copy of the Busey videotape, ATF responded:

initiative is unclear because it is not apparent whether there was a final report, and there are no separate explanations
or summaries of the weekly reports.
29

“Institutional Perjury,” by James H. Jeffries III. Voice for the Defense, Vol. 25, No. 8, October 1996 at 28-30;
available at http://www.nfaoa.org/documents/Jeffriesarticle.pdf, reprinted in the Congressional Record (Extensions
of Remarks), Vol. 142, August 2, 1996 at E1461-E1462, available at
http://www.nfaoa.org/documents/JeffriesCongRec.pdf.
30

ATF Form 4, currently titled “Application for Tax Paid Transfer and Registration of Firearm,” is prepared in
duplicate original and used to transfer the ownership of registered NFA firearms. After ATF approves the Form 4
application, ATF (1) keeps one approved copy for entry into the NFRTR, and (2) sends the other approved copy to
the firearm owner (transferor), who must subsequently transfer the firearm (and the other approved copy) to the new
owner (transferee) within a reasonable time or cancel the transfer. The NFA prohibits the physical transfer of the
firearm by the transferor to the transferee before ATF approves the transfer.

31

Congressional Hearing, House of Representatives, Treasury, Postal Service, and General Government
Appropriations for Fiscal Year 1997, available at http://www.nfaoa.org/documents/1996testimony.pdf.
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32

The Busey videotape was used, in part, to overturn five convictions of John D. LeaSure
for possession of unregistered firearms in a May 1996 bench trial, during which ATF Specialist
Gary Schaible testified he was aware of “occasions . . . in the NFA Branch of clerks throwing
away transmissions because they don’t want to fool with them” rather than process them (Mr.
LeaSure testified he FAXed registration documents to ATF in 1994, and ATF claimed it was
unable to find a record of them).33 Under cross-examination, when asked “that’s one of the
things [NFA Branch clerks throwing away documents] that could happen to you?,” Mr. Schaible
replied “Certainly.”34
Citing Mr. Schaible’s testimony (in which he also confirmed the Busey video had been
broadcast throughout and was common knowledge within ATF Headquarters), the presiding
Judge ruled “ . . . it throws a disagreeable proposition on my finding somebody guilty on records
when their chief man [Mr. Busey] says they were 49 percent wrong,” and dismissed five

32

Letter from Marilyn R. LaBrie, Disclosure Specialist, ATF, to Eric M. Larson dated March 18, 1998, bearing
symbols L:D:MRL 98-514. Treasury, Postal Service, and General Government Appropriations for Fiscal Year
1999. Hearings Before a Subcommittee of the Committee on Appropriations, House of Representatives. 105th
Cong., 2d Sess., Part 5 at 170, available at http://www.nfaoa.org/documents/1998testimony.pdf. Hereafter
Congressional Hearing, House of Representatives, Treasury, Postal Service, and General Government
Appropriations for Fiscal Year 1999.
A videotape of the training session was obtained by an attorney who subpoenaed it for trial and made a copy when
the U.S. Attorney that prosecuted the case failed to submit a timely order to the court to prohibit its public
disclosure, available at http://www.nfaoa.org/documents/rollcall_highlights.mp4 .
33

United States of America vs. John Daniel LeaSure, Crim. No. 4:95cr54, E.D. Va.!Newport News Div.,
Transcript of Proceedings before the Honorable John A. MacKenzie (May 21, 1996) at 42-43, available at
http://www.nfaoa.org/documents/LeaSureTrial.pdf. (Hereafter United States of America vs. John Daniel LeaSure
(1996).)

34

Id. at 42-43.
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convictions under the NFA for possession of unregistered firearms.35 The LeaSure transcript
states that Mr. Schiable was a witness “called on behalf of the Government, having been first
duly sworn, was examined and testified” to the above facts.36 ATF did not appeal the verdict.
ATF acted to contain the damage resulting from Mr. Busey’s statements by (1) adding
“corrections” by Mr. Schaible to transcribed copies of the videotape of Mr. Busey’s remarks
disclosed by ATF in response to FOIA requests, and (2) requesting the Audit Services Division
of the Department of the Treasury to audit the NFRTR. On February 13, 1996, Mr. Schaible
stated under penalty of perjury that, to the best of his knowledge, no NFA Branch personnel have
ever testified that the NFRTR is 100 percent accurate, and “the reference to an error rate of 49-50
percent is based on an informal, undocumented estimate by personnel from the Firearms and
Explosives Regulatory Division.”37
In Rith, a 1999 court case that included a challenge to the accuracy and completeness of
the NFRTR arising from the Busey videotape, after hearing opposing evidence the Court ruled
“[t]he record establishes that the NFRTR database has sufficient guarantees of trustworthiness to
satisfy the Sixth Amendment.”38 The Court based its opinion on (1) statements by Mr. Busey
that “a quality review team . . . instituted in 1994” had reduced “the critical-error rate to below
three percent,” and (2) “a copy of an audit performed February 7, 1996, by the Audit Services
Division of the Department of the Treasury” showing a 1.5 percent “critical-error” rate.39 The

35

Id. at 45.

36

Id. at 23.

37

Congressional Hearing, House of Representatives, Treasury, Postal Service, and General Government
Appropriations for Fiscal Year 1997, available at http://www.nfaoa.org/documents/1996testimony.pdf.

38

United States of America vs. Rith, 164 F.3d 1323 at 1336, 51 Fed. R. Evid. Serv. 197 (10th Cir. 1999). Hereafter
United States of America vs. Rith (1999).

39

Id. at 1336.
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Court added: “the accuracy of the registration check is buttressed by a second level review by a
branch chief.”40 It is unclear whether the Audit Services Division of the Department of the
Treasury published a formal report of its 1996 audit of the NFRTR; the audit processes it
followed are unknown and may not have been fully disclosed to the Court.
ATF and the Audit Services Division may have perpetrated a fraud upon the Court in
Rith. The reasons are that (1) Mr. Busey’s statements about improvements in the “critical-error”
may have been self-serving, (2) there is no evidence that a final report on the “quality review
team” accomplishments was rendered, or that the results of the “accomplishments” and reduction
of the “critical-error” rate were independently validated, (3) it is unclear whether the 1996 audit
was conducted according to GAGAS, and (4) the Audit Services Division auditors may have
been improperly influenced by NFA Branch representatives to manipulate the outcome of the
audit.
The Audit Services Division is a sister component of ATF; has no oversight authority
over ATF; and the purpose of the audit was to establish that the NFRTR was accurate enough to
justify criminal prosecutions. It is improbable that one component of a federal law enforcement
agency would engage in conduct that would reflect badly upon another component, or the agency
itself; and questioning the legal basis for a federal law enforcement activity would be sensitive
because of potential legal liabilities, such as overturning convictions and payments to citizens for
damages for wrongful convictions.
There are reasons to doubt the independence of Treasury Department and other
Government officials regarding their characterization of “errors” in the NFRTR. There are also
reasons to question the validity and reliability of Mr. Busey’s characterization of what he termed

40

Id. at 1336.
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“common errors” and “critical errors” and “error rate” in the October 1995 “ROLL CALL
TRAINING” session because (1) these terms do not correspond to terms used by the quality
control team, and (2) inspection of “Weekly ! Quality Review Report” documents disclose that
the quality review team manipulated the NFRTR error rate by changing the definition of
“Significant Error” by renaming it “Error.”41 Error and error rate reports created by the quality
review team, obtained via a FOIA request by Mr. Larson, are not straightforward and their
meaning is difficult to interpret; for example, one weekly report states:
42

No valid and reliable overall error rate of any type could be identified from any of the
documents because numbers of “Errors” and “Significant errors” were different among nearly
100 different weekly reports ATF disclosed in responding Mr. Larson’s FOIA request.

41

ATF’s “Quality Review” team manipulated the definition of “error” as follows. One document states: “On
approximately October 3, 1994, we began defining and separating the significant errors from the common errors,”
and this document defined “Significant Errors” as shown below:

Congressional Hearing, House of Representatives, Treasury, Postal Service, and General Government
Appropriations for Fiscal Year 1998 at 103, available at http://www.nfaoa.org/documents/1997testimony.pdf.
Another weekly report reclassified “Significant Errors” as “Errors” except for slightly changing one type of error,
namely, “2. Voided application - - didn’t indicate previous owner,” as shown below:

Id. at 104.
42

Id. at 103.
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NFRTR Data Inaccuracies: Early Statistical Evidence, 1992 to 1996
Because of Mr. Busey’s statements that records of Forms 4 could not be located in the
NFRTR, Mr. Larson sought to determine if there was any independent statistical evidence that
ATF had lost or destroyed NFA registration documents by analyzing publicly available NFRTR
data on “NFA registration activity” from 1992 to 1996. Mr. Schaible’s testimony LeaSure
indicated that ATF may have added registration documents obtained from firearms owners to the
NFRTR after discovering that NFA Branch clerks had thrown documents away rather than work
on them.
Under a FOIA request, Mr. Larson obtained copies of reports of annual “NFA
registration activity” from 1992 to 1996 from the NFA Branch, which list 11 categories of
firearms registration activity represented in the NFRTR.43 Inspection of the data indicates that
some data lack face validity; that is, does not measure what it purports to measure. The reason is
that there are records of NFA registration activity during and prior to the 1920s, a logical
impossibility because the NFA was not enacted until 1934. Just as when a clock incorrectly
strikes 13 on the hour, causing one to question what hour it really is and raising doubts about

43

The NFRTR data Mr. Larson obtained are available in Eric M. Larson, Work Papers on Errors in the National
Firearms Registration and Transfer Record, and Other Issues Regarding the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, and
Firearms. Prepared for the Honorable Pete Sessions, House of Representatives, Washington, D.C., April 2, 1999
(unpublished), inserted at 5-6, available at http://www.nfaoa.org/documents/Critiqueof1998IGreports.pdf.

The NFRTR data categories are: Form 1, Form 3, Form 4, Form 5, Form 6, Form 9, Form 10, and Form 4467, and
differ according to whether the applicant is a private citizen, government agency, or Special Occupational Taxpayer
(SOT) licensed to manufacture, import, and/or deal in NFA firearms, and whether the transfer is tax paid or tax
exempt. Form 2, currently titled “Notice of Firearms Manufactured or Imported,” is a record of notice to ATF used
exclusively by and sent to ATF by SOTs, not an application form. The “Letter” category has been used to register
or transfer NFA firearms when ATF forms have not been available, but these transactions are uncommon.
Treasury IG auditors reported that ATF has not formally defined the “Other” category, and stated it included “a
procedure where movie industry supply houses and movie industry property masters filed applications by telegraph
in lieu of filing a Form 3 in order to expedite processing by ATF.” October 1998 Treasury IG Report at 18,
available at http://www.nfaoa.org/documents/TreasuryOIG-99-009-1998.pdf.
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what hour it really was during all the other times the clock was supposed to be striking correctly
on the hour during previous strikes, records of NFA registration activity before 1934 raise doubts
about the accuracy of records of NFA registration activity for other years.
These data tables of NFA registration activity during 1992 to 1996 are reproduced below
in the same form ATF sent them to Mr. Larson.
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Mr. Larson arranged the Form 4 data from 1992 to 1996 by and across single years to
determine if the number of registrations changed over time. As shown in the following table, the
total number of Form 4 registrations increased by 625 during 1992 to 1996, for registrations that
occurred since 1934 by single years through 1996 and during unknown years (registrations for
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years in and before 1968 have been combined). Mr. Larson reported these results in 1997 in
Congressional testimony, as shown below.

44

Mr. Larson’s analysis used arithmetic calculations to determine if there are changes in
NFRTR data, which could mean that registrations were being added after the fact, years after
44

Congressional Hearing, House of Representatives, Treasury, Postal Service, and General Government
Appropriations for Fiscal Year 1998 at 71, available at http://www.nfaoa.org/documents/1997testimony.pdf. Mr.
Larson found similar patterns of apparent additions of registrations for Forms 1, 2, 3, 5, 4467, and “Letter” and
“Other” categories.
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ATF approved the original registration and concluded NFRTR reporting for a given year. For
example, the number of registrations for 1992 changed from 6,527 to 6,556 in 1993, a difference
of 29; similarly, the number of registrations for 1992 changed from 6,568 in 1994 to 6,573 in
1995, an increase of 12. Inspection of these Form 4 data disclose that the number of registrations
in 1992 (6,527) increased to 6,577 in 1996. Put another way, ATF added 50 registrations during
1992 to 1996, for the year 1992, which gives the appearance that ATF could have added 50
Forms 4 to the NFRTR during that period. Using the same arithmetic calculations to analyze
total Form 4 registrations for all years from 1992 to 1996, Mr. Larson determined that total
registrations increased by 625; again, the implication is that ATF may have added 625 Forms 4
to the NFRTR after being unable to locate them in the NFRTR, and NFA firearms owners
provided ATF with copies of their approved Forms 4. Note that 203 registrations were added for
years in or before 1968.
In an effort to determine whether he may have made any errors of fact or omission, Mr.
Larson asked NFA Branch officials if the increases in registrations resulted from ATF added
copies of lost or destroyed NFA registrations back into the NFRTR, after obtaining them from
firearms owners, or if there was another explanation. NFA Specialist Gary N. Schaible told Mr.
Larson if an error was detected on a form and the form was misclassified, it would be reclassified
as a Form 4, a Form 4467 or whatever form was correct, and that it would be re-entered in the
NFRTR in the year that the registration occurred.45 Mr. Schaible also stated “I assume that’s
happened,” in response to Mr. Larson’s question: “Has ATF ever added a firearm to the NFRTR,
after a lawful owner produced a valid registration, because ATF had no record of the firearm in

45

Id. at 95.
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the NFRTR?”46 In addition to Mr. Schaible’s comments, NFA Branch Chief Nereida W. Levine
told Mr. Larson in a January 7, 1997, letter that correcting errors in entering data according to
Form number or year of registration “may result in an adjustment to previously generated
statistics.”47 NFA Branch Chief Levine concluded:

48

If no registrations were added to the NFRTR, explanations by NFA Branch
representatives that changes in annual “NFA registration activity” could result from correcting
errors in Form number and/or year of registration means such changes would be a “zero-sum”
game, and represent classification errors. In other words, if the annual changes resulted from
reclassified data, total registrations from all categories would not change.
To determine if the number of total registrations did not change, Mr. Larson analyzed
total registrations (for all categories) for each year from 1992 to 1996 using the same arithmetic
calculations he used to analyze Form 4 data. He found that total registrations increased each
year and totaled 18,869 for the period from 1992 to 1996, and that registrations had been added
to all NFRTR data categories for each year.
Mr. Larson concluded the discrepancies he observed in NFA registration activity, and
statements by ATF representatives, required additional evidence to reliably determine the
reason(s) for the increased number of reported registrations. While ATF personnel adding
46

Id. at 97. This question was asked and answered twice.

47

Letter from Nereida W. Levine, Chief, NFA Branch, Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms, dated Jan. 7,
1997, to Eric M. Larson, bearing symbols E:RE:FN:GS. Congressional Hearing, House of Representatives,
Treasury, Postal Service, and General Government Appropriations for Fiscal Year 1999 at 110-111, available at
http://www.nfaoa.org/documents/1998testimony.pdf.

48

Id. at 41.
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registrations was one possible explanation, there was insufficient statistical and evidence upon
which to reliably base such a conclusion. For example, there also could have been flaws in
computer software, problems with reporting functions resulting from editing, inadequate internal
quality controls or checks, and so forth, so Mr. Larson concluded that a formal investigation was
needed, and did not present his findings as definitive. Because he was unable to conduct
additional research according to standard social sciences practices, Mr. Larson asked appropriate
Government officials to determine if ATF was adding registrations to the NFRTR.49
Coverups in an internal ATF investigation, and audit of the NFRTR by the Treasury IG
ATF and the Treasury IG conducted separate investigations in 1997 and 1998,
respectively, of allegations by Mr. Larson that ATF had mismanaged the NFRTR, and there is
valid and reliable evidence that each entity avoided determining whether ATF had added
registrations. Each covered up facts and failed to diligently investigate Mr. Larson’s complaint.
All of Mr. Larson’s allegations will not be reviewed in this motion, but it is instructive to note
that the Treasury IG censored his most serious allegation. Although an audit Work Paper dated
October 10, 1997, prepared Treasury IG auditor Diane Kentner, states the following:

49

Because NFRTR data are protected from disclosure under the NFA (26 U.S.C.A. § 5848) and considered “tax
return” information prohibited from disclosure under the tax code (26 U.S.C.A. § 6103), it was not legally possible
for Mr. Larson to visit the NFA Branch to inspect NFRTR data or observe procedures involving NFA registration
activities conducted by NFA Branch personnel.
Because the names and addresses of individual NFA firearms owners and SOTs are also protected from disclosure,
it was not possible for Mr. Larson to conduct ordinary social science research, such as drawing representative
random samples to try and contact or survey them to investigate what their experiences may have been regarding
NFA paperwork for guns in their inventory for which they had valid registration documents, but for which ATF
could find no record in the NFRTR. Similarly, Mr. Larson was legally prohibited from accessing the computerized
NFRTR data base, and thus was unable to inspect these data, run tabulations and cross-tabulations, or conduct other
analyses.
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50

there is no evidence in either of its 1998 reports on the NFRTR, or in the 1998 audit Work
Papers, that the Treasury IG fully investigated Mr. Larson’s allegation.
Mr. Larson’s original allegation, reproduced below, states:

51

The Treasury IG censored Mr. Larson’s allegation in its October 1998 audit report, and is
reproduced on the following page.

50

Work Paper D-5, October 10, 1997 at 1, available at http://www.nfaoa.org/documents/Work_Papers_D.pdf.

51

Letter to Valerie Lau, Inspector General, Office of Inspector General, Department of the Treasury, dated May 10,
1997, from Eric M. Larson. Congressional Hearing, House of Representatives, Treasury, Postal Service, and
General Government Appropriations for Fiscal Year 1999at 99, available at
http://www.nfaoa.org/documents/1998testimony.pdf.
Form 1 (“Registration of Firearms”) was used from 1934 to 1968 to register unregistered NFA firearms; after 1968
it was titled “Application to Make and Register a Firearm” because the Gun Control Act of 1968 prohibited the
registration of unregistered NFA firearms after the 1968 amnesty period expired (a citizen can “make” and register
an NFA firearm by paying a $200 tax and first obtaining ATF’s approval to do so). ATF created Form 4467
“Registration of Certain Firearms in November 1968”) under § 207(b) of the 1968 Act to accept registrations of
unregistered firearms, with immunity from prosecution, during the amnesty period from November 2, 1968, to
December 1, 1968.

The year 1971 specified in Mr. Larson’s complaint relates to a different allegation that ATF had improperly
registered unregistered NFA firearms after the 1968 amnesty period expired. Such registrations would violate the
NFA, because “[n]o firearm may be registered by a person unlawfully in possession of the firearm after December 1,
1968, except that the Director, after publication in the FEDERAL REGISTER of his intention to do so, may establish
periods of amnesty, not to exceed ninety (90) days in the case of a single period with such immunity from
prosecution as the Director determines will contribute to the purposes of “ the NFA, as stated ATF’s published
regulations in the Code of Federal Regulations, 1969 edition at 93. See 26 C.F.R. 179.120(a)(3)(b), available at
http://blog.princelaw.com/assets/2008/7/7/1969-CFR-ATF-amnesty-regs.pdf.
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52

In the internal 1997 ATF investigation, which was completed before the Treasury IG
started audit work to investigate Mr. Larson’s allegations, Mr. Schaible contradicted his
testimony in LeaSure about NFA Branch employees destroying NFA documents in 1994 by
stating under oath to ATF Special Agent and internal investigator Jeff Groh:

53

The October 1998 Treasury IG report stated that Mr. Schaible
. . . was referring to an incident in 1988 when NFA Branch management suspected that
two contract employees were disposing of documents. These contract employees were

52

October 1998 Treasury IG Report, at 7, available at http://www.nfaoa.org/documents/TreasuryOIG-99-0091998.pdf.
53

“[REDACTED], et al.” Report of Investigation, by [REDACTED], Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms,
September 8, 1997 at 90. Congressional Hearing, House of Representatives, Treasury, Postal Service, and General
Government Appropriations for Fiscal Year 1999 at 102-103, available at
http://www.nfaoa.org/documents/1998testimony.pdf.
Mr. Schaible’s reference to “Title II firearms” refers to Title II of the Gun Control Act of 1968 (Title II is also, but
less commonly, known as the National Firearms Act of 1968); consequently, NFA firearms are also referred to as
Title II firearms. Special Agent Groh, representing ATF Internal Investigations, contacted Mr. Larson and advised
that he had been assigned to investigate his allegations, is the author of the foregoing Report of Investigation.
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immediately removed from their assignment to the NFA Branch. The employees could
not be hired or fired since they were employed by a contractor.54
In LeaSure, Mr. Schaible testified under oath he was aware of “occasions . . . in the NFA
Branch of clerks throwing away transmissions because they don’t want to fool with them” rather
than process them (Mr. LeaSure testified he FAXed registration documents to ATF in 1994, and
ATF claimed it was unable to find a record of them).55 Under cross-examination, asked “that’s
one of the things [NFA Branch clerks throwing away documents] that could happen to you?,”
Mr. Schaible replied “Certainly.”56 In response to a question whether “people have been
transferred and fired as a result of that, haven’t they,” Mr. Schaible answered: “The only
situation I can remember is, no, they weren’t transferred. No, they weren’t fired. They
eventually quit, yes, but, no, nothing like transferred or fired.” When asked “Did [ATF] ever
continue anybody in that particular job after they threw something away, threw an important
transmission away or destroyed it or put it in the shredder or whatever they did? [ATF]
continued them doing that kind of work?” Mr. Schaible said “With monitoring, yes.”57
Regarding Mr. Schaible’s contradictory statements, made under oath, the October 1998
Treasury IG audit report concluded:

54

October 1998 Treasury IG Report at 7, available at http://www.nfaoa.org/documents/TreasuryOIG-99-0091998.pdf.
55

United States of America vs. John Daniel LeaSure (1996) at 42-43, available at
http://www.nfaoa.org/documents/LeaSureTrial.pdf.

56

Id. at 42-43.

57

Id. at 43.
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58

The limited scope of the Treasury IG audit is troubling because Discovery sampling
analysis disclosed a large number (176) of “critical errors” 59 which the Treasury IG failed to
mention or publish in either of its 1998 audit reports, compared with 37 “discrepancies” it
identified in its December 1998 report;60 and despite finding large numbers of “critical errors,”
there was no effort to reliably estimate the accuracy and completeness of the NFRTR.
The 1998 Treasury IG audit also raises reasonable doubt about the validity of Certificates
of Nonexistence of a Record (CNR) that ATF provides to courts to certify that no record of
registration for particular firearms can be located in the NFRTR. The reason is that the Treasury
IG auditors formally declined to evaluate the accuracy of procedures ATF uses to search the
NFRTR to legally justify issuing CNRs, which are also issued to attest that specific firearms are
not registered to specific persons. NFRTR data are also routinely used for other law enforcement
activities, including legal justifications for issuing search warrants.

58

October 1998 Treasury IG Report at 1, available at http://www.nfaoa.org/documents/TreasuryOIG-99-0091998.pdf.
59

Work Paper H-0, April 23, 1998, at 1.

60

December 1998 Treasury IG Report, at 12, available at http://www.nfaoa.org/documents/TreasuryOIG-99-0181998.pdf. The “discrepancies” identified in the December 1998 Treasury IG Report are identified as “critical
errors” in audit Work Papers.
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The “Objectives, Scope and Methodology” section of the December 1998 Treasury IG
report states:

61

According to the edition of Government Auditing Standards the Treasury IG used in its
audit of the NFRTR, the Treasury IG auditors failed to comply with an applicable audit standard,
“abuse,” as stated below:
Abuse is distinct from illegal acts and other noncompliance. When abuse occurs, no law,
regulation, contract provision, or grant agreement is violated. Rather, the conduct of a
government program falls far short of societal expectations for prudent behavior.
Auditors should be alert to situations or transactions that could be indicative of abuse.
When information comes to the auditors’ attention (through audit procedures, tips,
or other means) indicating that abuse may have occurred, auditors should consider
whether the possible abuse could significantly affect the audit results. If it could, the
auditors should extend the audit steps and procedures, as necessary, to determine if
the abuse occurred and, if so, to determine its effect on the audit results [emphasis
added].62
61

Id. at 4.

62

See Chapter 6, “Field Work Standards for Performance Audits.” Government Auditing Standards, by the
Comptroller General of the United States. 1994 Revision. Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office,
1994 at 75.
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There is no statement in the 1998 Treasury IG reports that the auditors (1) considered whether
decreasing the “critical error” rate at the request of the audited party at interest (NFA Branch
representatives) to achieve a desired result “could significantly affect the audit results,” or (2)
attempted “to determine its effect on the audit results.” In a Work Paper documenting the 1998
audit procedures and activities, the Audit Manager attested that “abuse” was not an issue:

63

The conduct of the Treasury IG auditors, who under Government Auditing Standards are
required to be “independent,”64 clearly “falls far short of societal expectations for prudent
behavior.” The reasons are that the Treasury IG auditors (1) manipulated audit procedures at the
request of NFA Branch representatives for the purpose of deliberately decreasing the “critical
error” rate of the NFRTR because the 18.4 percent “critical error” rate the Treasury IG auditors
found was “disappointing at best and could have serious consequences for ATF’s firearm

63

Work Paper Bundle A, page 5. The initials RKB are those of Treasury IG auditor Robert K. Bronstrup, identified
in Work Paper A-1 as the “Lead Auditor”; and as “Audit Manager” in the October 1998 Treasury IG report at 27,
and December 1998 Treasury IG report at 49.

64

Government Auditing Standards, by the Comptroller General of the United States. 1994 Revision. Washington,
D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1994 at 22. See Chapter 3, “General Standards,” which states: “In all
matters relating to the audit work, the audit organization and the individual auditors, whether government or public,
should be free from personal and external impairments to independence, should be organizationally independent,
and should maintain an independent attitude and appearance.”
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registry mission,” (2) left unanswered whether “critical errors” exist in other NFRTR categories,
(3) failed to reliably estimate the “critical error” rate of the NFRTR, as required by Discovery
sampling rules and procedures, by increasing the size of the sample and conducting additional
analysis, (4) chose to avoid resolving reasonable doubts (created by their audit findings) about
the accuracy and completeness of the NFRTR, and by extension the validity and reliability of
ATF’s Certifications of Nonexistence of a Record (CNRs) that “provide an assurance to the court
that no such registration [for an NFA firearm] exists in specific instances.”
Congressional Hearings on the NFRTR from 1996 to 2001, and related issues
Each year from 1996 to 2001, Mr. Larson and other concerned citizens provided
testimony or statements to the Congress about the accuracy and completeness of the NFRTR.65
The most important outcomes of these testimonies and statements were (1) the 1998 Treasury
Department Inspector General audit of the NFRTR, and (2) appropriations language that
allocated $1 million to ATF, with instructions to use it to render the NFRTR accurate and
complete. There is no evidence, however, that either of the foregoing outcomes rendered the
NFRTR accurate and complete, or resulted in a valid and reliable estimate of the NFRTR error
rate. Consequently, the accuracy of the NFRTR is still currently unknown.
The Treasury IG auditors did not follow GAGAS to reliably estimate the “critical error”
rate of the NFRTR database, in part, because NFA Branch representatives inappropriately
requested them to manipulate the definition of “critical error” to achieve a lower rate, but that is
not the whole story. The reason is that the Treasury IG auditors requested an Assistant Director
at the U.S. Government Accountability Office to advise them how to conduct Discovery

65

These Congressional testimonies and statements are listed in Mr. Larson’s VITA, which has been separately
submitted to this Court, and include a variety of issues not relevant to Friesen; they are not listed or reviewed in this
motion.
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sampling in its 1998 audit,66 and with knowledge of correct procedures for doing so declined to
follow his advice. Consequently, the “critical error” rate for the NFRTR database was not
estimated in the 1998 audit.
Mr. Larson’s requests to top Government officials with oversight responsibility over ATF
to conduct meaningful oversight, particularly over ATF’s continuing mismanagement of the
NFRTR, failed. For example, when Mr. Larson expressed concerns to Treasury Department
Inspector General David C. Williams about the integrity of the 1998 audit based on the Treasury
IG censoring his most serious allegation against ATF, and that the audit was conducted during a
period that included the regime of the his corrupt predecessor (who resigned in 1998 following
Senate hearings documenting her misconduct), Dennis S. Schindel, Assistant Inspector General
for Audit, responded in a January 7, 1999, letter:

66

The Treasury IG auditors informally requested Barry Seltser, Assistant Director and Manager, Design,
Methodology and Technical Assistance Group, U.S. Government Accountability Office (GAO), for advice in
conducting sampling procedures and data analysis in its 1998 audit of the NFRTR. At a January 20, 1998, meeting
at GAO Headquarters, which included Sidney Schwartz, Mathematical Statistican, GAO; Carol Burgan, Auditor
[DELETED], Robert Bronstrup, Audit Manager, and Gary Wilk, Auditor:

Work Paper F-19, prepared by Carol Burgan, January 24, 1998 at 1.
The Treasury IG auditors did not follow Mr. Seltser’s recommendation to “expand our sample based on a
mathematical formula” after discovering “critical errors” in the Discovery samples. Mr. Seltser’s advice was
informal; representative of the kind of informal advice GAO typically and often renders to Executive Branch
agencies upon request; and GAO was not involved in the Treasury IG’s 1998 audit of the NFRTR.
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67

In March 1999, Mr. Schindel told Mr. Larson the 1998 audit “determined there were
errors in the [NFRTR] based on statistically valid sampling methodologies.” He added that ATF
“is operationally responsible for correcting the errors in the [NFRTR] data base,” and it is
“ATF’s management responsibility to identify and correct all of the records that may be in error
in the registry.”68
Similarly, Mr. Larson expressed concerns to then-ATF Director John W. Magaw, who
answered them in a November 19, 1999, letter:

67

Eric M. Larson, Work Papers on Errors in the National Firearms Registration and Transfer Record, and Other
Issues Regarding the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms. Prepared for the Honorable Pete Sessions, House
of Representatives, Washington, D.C., April 2, 1999 (unpublished), inserted at 36-37, available at
http://www.nfaoa.org/documents/Critiqueof1998IGreports.pdf.

68

Letter from Dennis S. Schindel, Assistant Inspector General for Audit, Office of Inspector General, Office of
Inspector General, Department of the Treasury dated March 25, 1999, to Eric M. Larson.
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69

The foregoing statements by Assistant Inspector General for Audit Schindel and ATF
Director Magaw, each of whom were key Government officials who had major and significant
federal law enforcement responsibilities in 1999, are not worthy of belief.
Congress appropriated $500,000 for fiscal year 2002 for ATF to use “with the aim of
reducing processing times and ensuring the completeness and accuracy of the NFRTR.”70 The
appropriations hearing records included questions by the Subcommittee on Treasury, Postal
Service and General Government about the NFRTR, including the need for “[a]n independent,
annual audit of the [NFRTR] database covering registration to retrieval,” and when it would be
“possible to confirm the completeness and accuracy of the NFRTR.”71 Congress again
appropriated $500,000 for fiscal year 2003 for improving ATF’s licensing and regulatory
operations, “including making significant progress in correcting remaining inaccuracies within
the NFRTR database.”72

69

Letter from John W. Magaw, Director, Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms dated November 19, 1999, to
Eric M. Larson at 1 and 3, available at http://www.nfaoa.org/documents/MagawLetter1999toLarson.pdf.

70

Report No. 107-152, to accompany H.R. 2590, Treasury, Postal Service, and General Government Appropriations
Bill, 2002. 107th Cong., 1st Sess., House of Representatives (2001) at 20. These funds were approved in The
Treasury and General Government Appropriations Act, 2002, P.L. 107-67, 115 Stat. 514 (2001).

71

“Regulatory Processes and Resources,” Treasury, Postal Service, and General Government Appropriations for
Fiscal Year 2002. Hearings before a Subcommittee of the Committee on Appropriations, House of Representatives,
107th Congress, 1st Sess., Part 1 at 476-479.
72

Report No. 107-575, to accompany H.R. 5120, Treasury, Postal Service and General Government Appropriations
Bill, 2003. 107th Cong., 2d Sess., House of Representatives at 19 (2001). These funds were approved in Report
No. 108-10, Conference Report to accompany H.J. Res. 2, 108th Cong., 1st Sess. at 1324-1325 (2003).
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The Subcommittee was influenced by an independent statistical expert, Dr. Fritz J.
Scheuren, who advised them in response to its request for his review of responses ATF provided
to three questions asked by the Subcommittee.73 Dr. Scheuren stated, in part:

74

Dr. Scheuren’s influence is evident in the following exchange between the Subcommittee
and ATF, which subsequently occurred during ATF’s appropriations hearing:

75

73

Treasury, Postal Service, and General Government Appropriations for Fiscal Year 2002. Hearings Before a
Subcommittee of the Committee on Appropriations, House of Representatives. 107th Cong., 1st Sess., Part 3 at 2325, available at http://www.nfaoa.org/documents/2001statement.pdf. (Hereafter Congressional Hearings, House of
Representatives, Treasury, Postal Service, and General Government Appropriations for Fiscal Year 2002.) Fritz J.
Scheuren, Ph.D., a past elected President of the American Statistical Association, is currently Vice President,
Statistics, National Opinion Research Center (NORC), University of Chicago.
74

Letter from Fritz J. Scheuren dated May 23, 2000, to the Honorable Jim Kolbe, Chairman, Subcommittee on
Treasury, Postal Service, and General Government. Id. at 24-25.
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There is currently no evidence that ATF has satisfactorily complied with Congressional
instructions to render the NFRTR accurate and complete. The Treasury IG terminated another
NFRTR audit in 2002 before it was completed, and a former staff member stated: “We found
there were still serious problems with the NFRTR data that, to the best of my knowledge, are still
uncorrected.”76
In 2007, seven years after his Congressional statement, because private citizens expressed
concerns to him about the accuracy and completeness of the NFRTR, Dr. Scheuren reanalyzed
the NFRTR database situation. In a December 11, 2007, letter, to the Congress, Dr. Scheuren
reiterated and expanded his concerns about the consequences of “serious material errors” in the
NFRTR that ATF “has yet to acknowledge,” and added: “In my considered professional
judgment, these errors render the NFRTR questionable as a source of evidence in federal law
enforcement.”77
In or about 2006, possibly in response to the Justice IG’s “review” of the NFRTR, ATF
created a new form entitled “Firearms Inspection Worknote: NFA Inventory Discrepancies,” a

75

Congressional Hearing, House of Representatives, Treasury, Postal Service, and General Government
Appropriations for Fiscal Year 2002. Hearings Before a Subcommittee of the Committee on Appropriations, House
of Representatives. 107th Cong., 1st Sess., Part 1 at 479, available at
http://www.nfaoa.org/documents/NFRTRdocpack.pdf, at Tab 4.

In October 2008, Mr. Larson filed a FOIA request to ATF for (1) documents pertinent to this “imaging system” and
how it may help render the NFRTR accurate and complete by “imaging and indexing the documents,” including any
evaluation of the accuracy and completeness of the “imaging system”; that is, whether complete documentation is
available for firearms for original registration and each subsequent transfer; (2) documents that describe the search
procedures ATF uses to provide assurances to the Court that no record of a firearm registration can be located in the
NFRTR, and (3) a copy of the current NFRTR procedures manual. ATF has not provided any documents in
response to any of the foregoing FOIA requests to date.
76

For additional information, see Stephen P. Halbrook, Firearms Law Deskbook: Federal and State Criminal
Practice. 2008-2009 Edition. Thomson West Publishing, 2008 at 572-573.

77

Letter to the Honorable Alan B. Mollohan, Chairman, Subcommittee on Commerce, Justice, Science, and Related
Agencies, Committee on Appropriations, House of Representatives dated December 11, 2007, by Fritz J. Scheuren,
Vice President, Statistics, National Opinion Research Center, University of Chicago, at 1, available at
http://www.nfaoa.org/documents/Scheuren_Committee_Chair_Letter.pdf.
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copy of which Mr. Larson obtained by a FOIA request.78 A copy of this form is reproduced as
received by Mr. Larson from ATF on the following page.

78

Letter to Averill P. Graham, Chief, Disclosure Division, Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives
dated January 24, 2007, by Eric M. Larson, available at http://www.nfaoa.org/documents/FOIA-FRTRJan2007.pdf.
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In his January 2007 FOIA request, Mr. Larson also requested ATF to provide

79

ATF stated that a search failed to locate such documents responsive to Mr. Larson’s
FOIA request, and he appealed. In a letter dated October 2, 2007, Janice Galli McLeod,
Associate Director, Office of Information and Privacy, Department of Justice, stated:
After carefully considering your appeal, I am affirming ATF's action on your request.
ATF conducted a search for records responsive to your request and was unable to locate
any records pertaining to the National Firearms Registration and Transfer Record
documentation you referred to in your request. I have determined ATF's response was
correct.80
Associate Director McLeod’s statement may be valid and reliable evidence that ATF and
the Department of Justice have improperly denied a FOIA request. It is hard to believe that a
form ATF inspectors are supposed use to record “discrepancies” in the NFRTR database after
encountering them during compliance inspections of SOTs would not have been given
instructions regarding and procedures to follow in to reliably identify and report suspected
“discrepancies,” when the stated “purpose” of the form is to “reconcile discrepancies” in the
NFRTR. It is not reasonable to believe ATF has not defined the term “discrepancy,” because
otherwise there would be no reason for the new form to exist.

79

Id. at 1.

80

Letter to Eric M. Larson from Janice Gail McLeod, Associate Director, Office of Information and Policy, U.S.
Department of Justice dated October 2, 2007, bearing identifiers RE: Appeal No. 07-1961, Request No. 07-458,
BE:REG, available at http://www.nfaoa.org/documents/McLeodDOJletter2007.pdf.
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According to SOTs who have been inspected in or after 2006, ATF personnel who
encounter a discrepancy in NFRTR data are required to assign each discrepancy a “control
number” and forward the information to the National Firearms Act Branch for resolution. Are
there not tabulations, analyses, and other performance measures used to evaluate the accuracy
and completeness of the NFRTR? Are there no records of the type and number of discrepancies?
Associate Director McLeod’s statement that no documents responsive to Mr. Larson’s FOIA
request can be found at National Firearms Act Branch is unworthy of belief.
Giambro: A 2007 federal court case involving the NFRTR
In 2008, the United States Court of Appeals for the First Circuit upheld the validity of
NFRTR data, including its use in twice creating a Certificate of Nonexistence of a Record, in
affirming a conviction for Possession of Unregistered Firearm.81 The Court of Appeals based its
decision mainly on Rith, testimony on the NFRTR’s reliability by ATF Specialist Gary N.
Schaible, and stated “[a]lthough both the Rith court and the district court here acknowledged past

81

United States of America vs. Dario Giambro, United States Court of Appeals for the First Circuit, No. 08-1044,
October 2, 2008, available at http://www.ca1.uscourts.gov/cgi-bin/getopn.pl?OPINION=08-1044P.01A. Hereafter
Court of Appeals, United States of America vs. Dario Giambro (2008).

The Court of Appeals decision was based on United States vs. Dario Giambro, United States District Court, District
of Maine, Criminal Action, Docket No. 07-14-P-S. Transcript of Proceedings, before the Honorable George Singal,
U.S. District Judge, Sept. 25, 2007, available at http://www.nfaoa.org/documents/GiambroTrial1.pdf; rest of
transcript continued at http://www.nfaoa.org/documents/GiambroTrial2.pdf. Hereafter United States of America vs.
Dario Giambro (2007).
The firearm, a Model 1908 Marble’s Game Getter Gun, is a low-powered small-game over-and-under combination
gun (has .22 long rifle/.44 Game Getter barrels 12” in length) with a folding shoulder stock, and was designed
mainly for trappers, hunters and outdoorsmen. The Model 1908 Game Getter is classified as “Any Other Weapon”
under the NFA (26 U.S.C. § 5845(a)(5)), was last manufactured in 1914. In excellent condition, accompanied by
the original box, a 12” barrel Model 1908 Game Getter is valued at $2,500 or more. Ned Schwing, “Marble’s Game
Getter Gun NFA, Curio or Relic,” 2005 Standard Catalog of Firearms: The Collector’s Price & Reference Guide.
15th Edition. Iola, Wisconsin: KP Books, 2004 at 728.
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problems with the NFRTR, both emphasized that the ATF has addressed problems with the
database and improved its reliability.”
The Court of Appeals did not state that it specifically reviewed either of the 1998
Treasury IG audit reports, or the 2007 Justice IG report (all were introduced in Giambro), in its
opinion and went on at length to affirm the District Court decision to exclude Mr. Larson as an
Expert Witness. In particular, the Court of Appeals cited the District Court finding that Mr.
Larson’s motion in limine testimony82 was not “based upon sufficient facts or data,” not “the
product of reliable principles and methods,” and that Mr. Larson had not “applied the principles
and methods reliably to the facts of the case.”83 The Court of Appeals stated that “suppositions .
. . and conjecture abound[ed]” in Mr. Larson’s testimony, and the District Court “was well
within its discretion” to “conclude that . . . the data on which Larson based his analysis was
‘purely anecdotal.’”84
The Court of Appeals decision was criticized the same day it was published.85

82

United States of America vs.Dario Giambro, United States District Court, District of Maine, Criminal Action,
Docket No. 07-14-P-S. Transcript of Proceedings before the Honorable George Z. Singal, United States District
Judge, Sept. 24, 2007, available at http://www.nfaoa.org/documents/GiambroMotionInLimineLarsonTestimony.pdf. Hereafter Larson testimony, United States of America vs.Dario Giambro (2007).
An enhanced version of Mr. Larson’s testimony. with insertions of the Exhibits to which he referred has been
created for ease of reference to said Exhibits, is available at
http://www.nfaoa.org/documents/GiambroLarsonMotionInLimineTestimonyWithExhibits.pdf.
83

Court of Appeals, United States of America vs. Dario Giambro (2008).

84

Id.

85

See “CA1: First Bends to Help Government Prove Negative in Antique Gun Registration Case,” Oct. 2, 2008.
The critique states: “US v.Giambro, No. 08-1044 affirms a conviction for possessing an antique gun. (He was
acquitted of a number of state charges.) The least interesting issue is under 26 U.S.C. 5861(d), where the court
holds that the defendant need not have specific knowledge of the registration requirement, but just knowledge of the
statutory elements of the guns subject to the registration requirements. More interesting is the admission of the
ATF's ‘Certificates of Nonexistence’ of a registration record. The maker of the certificate testified. The First's
analysis isn't that satisfactory. It basically says ‘other circuits have upheld their use’ even though there used to be
problems. Finally, and without much analysis, the First says that it was fine for the District Court to exclude the
testimony of an expert witness that had done some statistical analysis on the reliability of the ATF's system of gun
registration. Because the First speaks in broad, general terms (and throws around words like ‘Daubert’), it doesn't
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Mr. Larson’s motion in limine testimony was based upon, and is not materially different
from, most of the evidence presented in this motion. It was not until his motion in limine
testimony in Giambro that Mr. Larson concluded ATF had been adding firearm registrations to
the NFRTR after being confronted with NFA firearms owners with their copies of the
registrations, based on the 2007 Justice IG report, and that is what he stated.86 For more than a
decade, Mr. Larson qualified his concerns that, e.g., ATF “may have” added registrations to the
NFRTR after losing their copies or records of them, because Mr. Larson did not believe the
evidence he cited was sufficiently conclusive.87 It was only after the Justice IG report reported
in 2007 that ATF had added registration documents to the NFRTR that he concluded otherwise
(the Treasury IG confirmed his allegation that “National Firearms Act (NFA) documents had
been destroyed”).88
Giambro differs from Friesen because (1) Mr. Giambro never contended the NFRTR was
inaccurate with respect to him, and told one of his attorneys he had not registered the firearm,89

seem like it was taking this issue seriously.” Available at http://appellate.typepad.com/appellate/2008/10/ca1-firstbends.html.
86

Larson testimony, United States of America vs.Dario Giambro (2007) at 67-68.

87

It would have been inappropriate for Mr. Larson to attempt to estimate or publish (such as in a professional,
refereed journal) a “critical error” rate of, e.g., ATF adding firearm registrations it had lost or destroyed to the
NFRTR, because any such estimate would not have been based on valid and reliable evidence.

Results of Discovery sampling analysis by Treasury IG auditors in 1998 provided valid and reliable evidence of
“critical errors” in the NFRTR database, but the auditors failed to extend the audit as GAGAS required and estimate
the “critical error” rate, or explain the effect of these “critical errors” upon the audit. Because the NFA (26 U.S.C.A.
§ 5848) and the tax code (26 U.S.C. § 6103) each prohibit Mr. Larson from accessing these data, he was unable to
estimate the “critical error” rate for NFRTR data.
88

October 1998 Treasury IG Report at 1, available at http://www.nfaoa.org/documents/TreasuryOIG-99-0091998.pdf.
89

An unexplored aspect of Giambro is whether his late father ! from whom Mr. Giambro inherited the Game Getter
and 203 other firearms, and who instructed him to always keep an accompanying “certificate” in the original
wooden box provided by the manufacturer along with the gun ! had registered the Game Getter or acquired it
through a lawful transfer approved by ATF, and ATF withheld the registration record to enable a prosecution after
Mr. Giambro was acquitted in state court of an unrelated firearm wounding charge on grounds of self-defense. This
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(2) that attorney misunderstood the NFA and attempted to register the firearm on Mr. Giambro’s
behalf, and (3) both attorneys petitioned the District Judge to exclude Mr. Giambro’s statements
and the attempt by one attorney to register the firearm, because the NFA prohibits using
information resulting from an attempt to register an NFA firearm in criminal prosecutions,90
which could have predisposed the District Judge to fail to adequately consider evidence at trial
that the NFRTR is inaccurate and incomplete.
In Friesen, this Court questioned the reliability of NFRTR data
On September 17, 2008, this Court expressed concerns about the validity and reliability
of NFRTR data in Friesen, in part because the “government has relied almost exclusively” upon
NFRTR data in “many of its exhibits.”91 In further explaining the reasons that “persuade[d] me
to allow the testimony [of Dr. Scheuren] and overrule the motion” by the Government to exclude
him as an Expert Witness, the Court stated:
One is, of course, the duplicate records of Exhibit 100, and then the government’s record
of the same firearms, which both appear ! I've never heard satisfactorily explained why
there were two of those records. Secondly, the other relationship to the issue over the
accountability of the other guns that are on the government's chart. And thirdly, the issue,
unexplored aspect is significant because (1) there are no independent checks on whether ATF personnel are truthful
about their inability to locate a registration document, (2) as the evidence in this motion has reliably documented and
contends, there is reasonable doubt regarding ATF’s integrity in characterizing the accuracy and completeness of
NFRTR data, (3) there has been no publicly known independent evaluation of the adequacy of the search procedures
ATF uses to certify to a court that a particular firearm is not registered, and (4) it is not uncommon for persons who
inherit registered NFA firearms to be unaware of the need to apply to have ownership of the firearm transferred to
them. In such cases, as long as the firearm remains in the chain of inheritance, ATF does not typically initiate
criminal action and allows a reasonable time for the firearm to be transferred to the lawful heir. Based on Mr.
Giambro’s statement, he did not register the Game Getter. It is unclear whether (1) the Game Getter was registered
to Mr. Giambro’s father (ATF attested that it was not), and (2) Mr. Giambro was aware of the legal requirement for
a registered NFA firearm to be transferred to a lawful heir after the death of the registered owner. Because Mr.
Giambro may have been suffering from mental illness to some extent, which could have further complicated his
legal situation, he did not fully participate in his own defense. Mr. Giambro, whose assets include a $3.5 million
passbook savings account, chose to remain in jail for 5 months until trial because he believed the Government would
make corrupt use of the bail money he would have had to post to be released.
90

United States of America vs. Dario Giambro, United States District Court, District of Maine, Criminal Action,
Docket No. 07-14-P-S. Motion in Limine re: Evidence of Disclosure of Information During Compliance Attempt
(26 U.S.C. 5989), July 24, 2007, available at http://www.nfaoa.org/documents/GiambroPart6.pdf.

91

United States of America vs. Larry Douglas Friesen (2008), Vol. VI at 1012.
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the fact that the government has relied almost exclusively on many of its exhibits which
are records from the [NFRTR].92
Regarding this Court’s first concern, NFRTR Custodian Denise Brown’s failure to
satisfactorily explain the existence in NFRTR records why there are two approved Forms 2
bearing different dates and the same serial number (E683) as that of the STEN machine gun that
ATF acknowledges it lawfully transferred to Mr. Friesen in 1996, indicates a lack of knowledge
of the NFRTR database and, possibly, of procedures NFA Branch personnel use to file or
retrieve firearm registration documents (or records of them).93
Relevant to this Court’s second concern was “the other relationship to the issue over the
accountability of the other guns” the Government introduced into evidence to try and explain the
characteristics of the STEN machine gun at issue in Friesen. ATF’s characterization of
“weapon description” of the STEN machine gun as a Mark II,94 a point this motion will further

92

Id., Vol. VI at 1011-1012.

93

Defense counsel asked NFRTR Custodian Denise Brown to explain the significance of a Form 2 dated April 20,
1986, entered as Defense Exhibit 100, bearing serial number E683, provided to the defense under Discovery. The
Government said the NFRTR contains a record that a STEN machine gun bearing serial number E683 is registered
to Mr. Friesen (Vol. 1, Id. at 15). Custodian Brown testified that the firearm ATF approved for transfer to Mr.
Friesen was “E683, STEN Mark II . . . approved February 22, 1996” (Id. at 48-49), and that the “birthing
document” for that E683 STEN Mark II is a certified Form 2 dated May 14, 1986, submitted to ATF by
manufacturer Charles Erb (Id. at 68).

94

At issue in Friesen is whether the STEN machine gun bearing serial number E683 manufactured by Mr. Erb is the
same one he manufactured, or if another STEN machine gun bearing serial number E683 was substituted in its
place. Consequently, also at issue is the accuracy of the STEN “weapon description” based on (1) data from the
NFRTR, and documentation in the custody of ATF, and (2) examinations of the STEN seized by ATF, by ATF
officials, by Mr. Erb, by transferees who previously owned the STEN, and by a defense Expert Witness. The
Government contends the STEN that ATF lawfully transferred to Mr. Friesen is a Mark II, based on the description
on the Form 2 submitted by Mr. Erb (Id. at 15) and by previous transferees who were available to testify, all of
whom denied that the STEN in Friesen was the STEN they had previously owned, and by others as described below.
Because one previous transferee is deceased (Vol. IV at 674-675), descriptions by other previous transferees are not
described in this motion.
After examining the firearm at trial in Friesen, Mr. Erb testified it was not the gun he manufactured “as E683” (Vol.
IV at 590); was “made to resemble a STEN Mark III” (Id. at 574); and that the gun “is a MARK III” (Id. at 579).
Len Savage, an Expert Witness for the defense who examined the STEN testified: “It appears to be a Sten Mark II-S
tube that was completed with Sten Mark III components.” Vol. VII at 1349. Mr. Erb testified: “The barrel is the
same on a Mark III and a Mark II. They are the same length.” Vol. IV at 589.
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develop, is relevant to the Court’s second concern. Defense counsel agrees that ATF approved
the lawful transfer of a STEN machine gun bearing serial number E683 to Doug Friesen in 1996,
and disagrees with the Government’s characterization of that STEN as a Mark II. Defense
counsel notes that to validate the its description of the STEN machine gun bearing serial number
E683 as a Mark II, the Government sought “confirmatory” information that the Mark II
description was valid and reliable. The Government sought this “confirmatory” information
because Dr. Scheuren testified: “I find the existing [NFRTR] records are quite useful in an
exploratory setting, but they are not accurate enough by themselves to be used in a confirmatory
way,” including “for purposes of prosecution.” 95
The Government asked Dr. Scheuren if NFRTR data could be reliably verified each time
the firearm was transferred by independently obtaining such data from each transferee, he would
consider the NFRTR data to be accurate for that firearm. Dr. Scheuren replied in the affirmative.
On redirect, defense counsel asked “ . . . although you didn't come here to testify about this, if
there is a break in the link, for example, one of these witnesses didn't testify, would that cause
you a concern?” Dr. Scheuren answered: “[I]f there was gap in the evidence, yes. If there was a
chain of custody break, yes.” The significance of Dr. Scheuren’s answer is that “one of these
witnesses” is a deceased transferee,96 which breaks the chain of evidence.

Also at issue is whether the STEN machine gun manufactured by Mr. Erb was (1) an unfinished tube, not a finished
receiver, (2) finished by Mr. Erb as a STEN Mark II, (3) finished by someone other than Mr. Erb in as a STEN Mark
II, Mark II-3, or Mark III, or (4) whether Mr. Erb registered air on one or both of the Forms 2 he submitted to ATF;
that is, that Mr. Erb had not physically manufactured a STEN Mark II or a finished or unfinished receiver.
The issue of who manufactured or finished the STEN machine gun in Friesen has not been resolved.
95

Id., Vol. VI at 1024.

96

Id., Vol. IV at 674-675.
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This Court’s third concern about Friesen ! “the fact that the government has relied
almost exclusively on many of its exhibits which are records from the [NFRTR]”97 ! is justified
for three major reasons.
First, the “critical error” rate of the NFRTR is currently unknown, and efforts to discern
or estimate it even informally are compromised because (1) ATF officials changed the definition
of a “Significant Error” in 1995 by renaming it an “Error,” and (2) Treasury IG auditors
manipulated the definitions of “critical error” in 1998 at the request of NFA Branch
representatives, to subjectively lower the “critical error” rate of the NFRTR. Dr. Scheuren
testified that “in fact, their reworking of the original 1998 data is data fishing. And you cannot
make a statement about the reliability, the probability of your being right with that data fishing,
that exercise. So they should have done another audit sample.98
Second, relevant to Friesen, there is no law or regulation that requires ATF to physically
inspect an NFA firearm at the time of its original manufacture (or as a condition of or during any
subsequent transfer), and ATF has not presented any evidence that it has done so. Because one
transferee who possessed the STEN machine gun bearing serial number E683 is deceased, the
chain of evidence has been broken and it is not possible to reliably confirm even by sworn
statements of all living previous transferees that ATF’s contention that STEN is a Mark II is
correct. Even if all living transferees so testified, there is no logical reason for any of them to
testify to a “weapon description” with which the Government disagrees, because doing so would
put the onus of alleged illegal manufacture of the STEN upon that previous transferee and
subject him to the hazards of prosecution.

97

Id., Vol. VI at 1012.

98

Id., Vol. VI at 1030.
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Third, although ATF has identified “weapon description” as a “critical” data field,99 that
is not the most critical problem with the NFRTR data ATF uses and the concern stated by this
Court in Friesen about “the issue, the fact that the government has relied almost exclusively on
many of its exhibits which are records from the [NFRTR].”100 The reason is that based on ATF’s
inability to physically locate original documents that literally are NFRTR data, there is
reasonable doubt whether Exhibits based on NFRTR data that the Government entered into
evidence in Friesen are based on valid and reliable evidence. During the 1998 audit ATF was
unable to provide original documentation to validate computerized data routinely generated by
the NFRTR. ATF’s inability to locate original documents to reliably validate computerized
NFRTR data is an audit finding in the December 1998 Treasury IG report as follows:
ATF provided copies of other records to clarify the [37] discrepancies [reported in our
audit results]. These other records, for example, included microfiche records and other
registry database reports. We examined these records but we could not fully determine if
the records sufficiently resolved the discrepancies.101
ATF’s inability to locate original documents, and the Treasury IG auditors’ inability to
reliably validate computerized NFRTR data, is further discussed in an audit Work Paper that was
not reviewed and signed by Audit Manager Robert K. Bronstrop until December 18, 1998, the

99

Treasury IG auditor Carol Burgan stated that “error definitions for critical data fields” include “weapon
description.” Work Paper F-25, Feb. 19, 1998, at 1. During a January 21, 1998, meeting at ATF Headquarters that
included ATF participants (“[redacted], Chief, Firearms and Explosives Division,” and [redacted]), Carol Burgan,
Auditor [redacted], and Gary Wilk, Auditor, agreed that

Work Paper F-22, January 26, 1998, prepared by Carol Burgan, at 1. Both Work Papers in this footnote available at
http://www.nfaoa.org/documents/Work_Papers_F.pdf.
100

United States of America vs. Larry Douglas Friesen (2008), Vol. VI, at 1012.

101

December 1998 Treasury IG Report, at 12, available at http://www.nfaoa.org/documents/TreasuryOIG-99-0181998.pdf.
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same day the December 1998 Treasury IG report was published, suggesting there was the most
extreme of concerns about this audit finding. In fact, less than 3 weeks before the report was
issued, Treasury IG auditor Gary Wilk determined and stated the following conclusion:

102

At the outset of Friesen on Sept. 17, 2008, this Court stated: “the evidence that I exclude
. . . is [if] it’s not relevant to this case, or secondly, it’s not reliable evidence.”103 The conclusion
of Treasury IG auditor Gary Wilk constitutes reasonable doubt that computerized NFRTR data
are valid and reliable. To the extent any Exhibits introduced by the Government in Friesen are
based upon computerized NFRTR data, such exhibits may not be “reliable evidence” and should
be excluded by this Court as evidence in a criminal trial unless the validity and reliability of the
NFRTR data upon which such Exhibits are based can be independently and reliably validated.
In addition to other evidence presented in this motion that NFRTR data are inaccurate,
incomplete and, therefore unreliable, there is also valid and reliable evidence that statements by
ATF inspectors (including statements of ATF inspectors involved in Friesen), which are based
on NFRTR data may not be reliable. The reason is that the 2007 “review” of the NFRTR by the
Justice IG concluded:
. . . continuing management and technical deficiencies contribute to inaccuracies in the
NFRTR database. For example, NFA Branch staff do not process applications or enter
102

Work Paper F-52, November 30, 1998, prepared by Gary Wilk, at 1, available at
http://www.nfaoa.org/documents/Work_Papers_F.pdf.
103

United States of America vs. Douglas Larry Friesen (2008), Vol. I, at 5.
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data into the NFRTR in a consistent manner, which leads to errors in records and
inconsistent decisions on NFA weapons applications. In addition, the NFA Branch has a
backlog of record discrepancies between the NFRTR and inventories of federal firearms
licensees that were identified during ATF compliance inspections. Further, the NFRTR’s
software programming is flawed and causes technical problems for those working in the
database. The lack of consistency in procedures and the backlog in reconciling
discrepancies, combined with the technical issues, result in errors in the records,
reports, and queries produced from the NFRTR. These errors affect the NFRTR’s
reliability as a regulatory tool when it is used during compliance inspections of
federal firearms licensees.104 [emphasis added]
The Justice IG evaluators did not define the terms “error” or “discrepancy” in the 2007
report, and their “review” did not include determining the extent to which NFRTR data are
accurate and complete. The 2007 Justice IG report acknowledges lack of an NFRTR procedures
manual and inadequate training of staff.105 “Supervisors’ inadequate training led to variations in
their direction and inconsistent decisions about approving or disapproving NFA weapons
registration and transfer applications.”106
NFRTR data that cannot be independently and reliably
validated should be excluded from a criminal trial
The totality of evidence presented and documented in this motion establishes that federal
law enforcement officials, and representatives of the Treasury Department, have willfully
engaged in systematic efforts to cover up the fact that the NFRTR contains serious material
errors, and that its error rate is currently unknown, among other issues relevant to Friesen. The
Treasury Department’s successor, the Department of Justice, has also declined to consider valid
and reliable evidence that the NFRTR is inaccurate, incomplete and, therefore, unreliable.
104

June 2007 Justice IG Report at iii, available at http://www.nfaoa.org/documents/DOJOIG2007NFRTRreport.pdf.
105

“The NFA Branch does not provide staff with a comprehensive standard operating procedures manual,” and NFA
Branch staff stated that they did not have adequate written direction on how to enter data such as abbreviations in
the NFRTR . . . and who has responsibility for correcting errors in the NFRTR.” Id. at v.
106

Id. at v-vi.
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Attestations or testimonies about NFRTR data by ATF and other Government officials are, as
demonstrated in this motion, not worthy of belief.
The totality of the breadth, depth and diversity of reliably documented evidence
presented in this motion justifies this Court prohibiting the Government from using any NFRTR
data that cannot be independently and reliably validated in prosecuting Doug Friesen in a
criminal trial.
Reasonable doubt about the accuracy and completeness of the NFRTR has been reliably
established by a variety of documented evidence published by a diverse array of Government
entities that include (1) the Executive Branch (Justice IG, Treasury IG, ATF, Audit Services
Division of the Treasury Department); (2) the Legislative Branch (Congressional Research
Service, the Congress in the Congressional Record, Congressional Hearings in 1979 and during
1996 to 2001; and “report language” in reports on appropriations bills; and (3) the Judicial
Branch (the sworn testimony of and official documents presented by ATF officials in Friesen).
Also regarding the Judicial Branch, in 2007 the Government implied Mr. Larson’s
research was not customary or diligent when he was asked by an Assistant United States
Attorney during a federal court hearing to confirm that he “ . . . never had personal or direct
access to any ATF documents internally? And you’ve never had personal or direct access to the
NFRTR?”107 Because NFRTR data are protected from disclosure under the NFA (26 U.S.C.A. §
5848), and are also considered “tax return” information prohibited from disclosure under the tax
code (26 U.S.C.A. § 6103), it was not legally possible for Mr. Larson to obtain “personal or
direct access” to the NFRTR and related documents under the NFA; moreover, neither could any
other person, with the limited exception discussed below.
107

Larson Testimony, United States of America vs. Dario Giambro (2007) at 79, available at
http://www.nfaoa.org/documents/GiambroMotionInLimine-LarsonTestimony.pdf.
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To any extent ATF may claim that NFRTR documents, data or records of them are
protected “tax return” information that cannot be disclosed and decline to provide that
information to defense counsel under any Discovery motion, ATF cannot decline to disclose that
information to this Court. The reason is that after reviewing pertinent statutes, ATF determined
in 1978:

108

Since this Court is constituted by a Federal employee “whose official duties require such
information,” there is no legal basis for ATF to refuse to disclose “tax return” information if it is
relevant and required, including potentially exculpatory evidence under Brady. Accordingly, to
the extent this Court believes it could be better informed about the accuracy and completeness,
and validity and reliability, of NFRTR data by obtaining documents or information that may
constitute “tax return” information, Doug Friesen respectfully requests this Court to consider
compelling ATF to disclose such information for review by this Court for these proceedings.
Conclusion
For the reasons set forth above, Defendant requests this Honorable Court grant a
hearing on this motion and, thereafter to exclude, under F.R.E. 803(10), any evidence

108

Memorandum to Director, ATF, from ATF Chief Counsel regarding Freedom of Information Act Appeal of
[redacted] dated August 18, 1980, bearing symbols CC-18,778 RMT, at 14, available at
http://www.nfaoa.org/documents/ATFmemoTaxInfo6103.pdf.
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derived from a search of the NFRTR that has not been independently and reliably
validated.
Respectfully Submitted.
S/ Kendall A. Sykes
Mack K. Martin, OB. # 5738
Kendall A. Sykes, OB.#21837
125 Park Avenue,Fifth Floor
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73102
Telephone (405) 236-8888
Facsimile
(405) 236-8844
Email: Mack@Martinlawoffice.net
Kendall@Martinlawoffice.net
Attorneys for Defendant
Larry Douglas Friesen
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United States Attorney.
S/ Kendall A. Sykes
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